Effect of tolerance to noninherited maternal antigens on the occurrence of graft-versus-host disease after bone marrow transplantation from a parent or an HLA-haploidentical sibling
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In haploidentical transplantation, the mismatched haplotype of the donor can originate from either of the parents. We refer to such mismatched haplotypes as noninherited maternal antigens (NIMA haplotype) or noninherited paternal antigens (NIPA haplotype). To determine whether exposure to maternal HLA antigens benefits patients undergoing bone marrow transplantation, we analyzed graft failure and graft-versus-host disease (GVHD) after transplantations from parental or haploidential siblings. We studied 269 patients receiving 1 or 2 HLA-A, -B, -DR antigen-mismatched sibling or parental non–T-cell–depleted bone marrow transplants for acute myelogenous leukemia, acute lymphoblastic leukemia, or chronic myelogenous leukemia between 1985 and 1997 that were reported to the International Bone Marrow Transplant Registry. Included were 121 (45%) NIMA-mismatched and 148 (55%) NIPA-mismatched transplantations. Sixty-three (52%) of the NIMA-mismatched transplants and 69 (47%) of the NIPA-mismatched transplants were from haploidential siblings donors. Sibling transplantations mismatched for NIMA had similar rates of graft failure but lower rates of acute GVHD (P < .02) than NIPA-mismatched sibling transplantations. In the first 4 months after transplantation, mother-to-child transplantations involved significantly less chronic GVHD than father-to-child transplantations (P < .02). Treatment-related mortality (TRM) was significantly higher after parental transplantations (P = .009 for mother; P = .03 for father) than after haploidential sibling transplantations mismatched for the NIMA. Non–T-cell–depleted bone marrow transplantations donated by haploidential sibling donors mismatched for NIPA and transplantations donated by parents caused more acute and chronic GVHD and TRM than transplantations donated by haploidential siblings mismatched for NIMA. (Blood. 2002; 99:1572-1577)

Introduction

Allogeneic bone marrow transplantation can cure several hematologic malignancies. The outcome of this procedure depends to a large extent on the degree of human leukocyte antigen (HLA) identity between donor and recipient. Unfortunately, only 25% to 30% of transplant candidates have a genotypically HLA-identical sibling donor. Bone marrow from haploidential family members is also used for transplantation. If the unshared HLA haplotype is partially matched with the recipient, transplantation outcome is acceptable though significantly inferior to HLA-identical sibling transplantation. The important influence of the degree of HLA matching on bone marrow and organ transplantation outcome is documented in many publications. Few studies address why a sizable percentage of HLA-mismatched stem cell or organ grafts function as well as HLA-identical ones.3,4 It is possible that exposure, during in utero development or nursing, to maternal HLA antigens has a lifelong influence on the immune system. Two separate studies demonstrate that approximately 50% of patients with antibodies against a large number of HLA antigens have not formed antibodies against maternal HLA antigens that the patient did not inherit, the noninherited maternal antigens (NIMA) (Figure 1).5,6 Reactivity against noninherited paternal antigens (NIPA) is significantly higher.
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It was speculated that exposure to NIMA in utero or while nursing induces (partial) tolerance to NIMA in approximately 50% of patients. It was expected, on the basis of these findings and of corroborating evidence from the literature, that kidney allografts donated by the mother would have superior graft survival than those donated by the father. This turned out not to be true. However, a collaborative study of 9 transplantation centers showed that graft survival of kidneys donated by haploidentical siblings mismatched (like the mother) for the NIMA haplotype was similar to that of kidneys donated by an HLA-identical sibling. Why a kidney donated by a haploidentical sibling mismatched for NIMA would fare better than a similarly NIMA-mismatched maternal graft was unclear.

In another study, transplanted kidneys donated by unrelated donors mismatched for 1 or 2 HLA-A antigens identical to the HLA-A NIMA of the recipient had graft survival rates significantly superior to those of other HLA-A–mismatched grafts. No such differences were observed for HLA-B and -DR–mismatched grafts.

In bone marrow transplantation, the situation is more complex (Figure 1). If durable engraftment can be compared to the survival of an organ allograft, the expectation is that there will be less graft rejection if the donor is mismatched for the NIMA of the recipient than if the donor is mismatched for the NIMA. Similarly, there should be less graft-versus-host disease (GVHD) with NIMA- than with NIPA-mismatched transplantations. Because graft failure and GVHD contribute to transplantation success, treatment-related mortality (TRM) and overall survival might also differ between NIMA and NIPA mismatches. In bone marrow transplantation, the situation is more complex (Figure 1). If durable engraftment can be compared to the survival of an organ allograft, the expectation is that there will be less graft rejection if the donor is mismatched for the NIMA of the recipient than if the donor is mismatched for the NIMA. Similarly, there should be less graft-versus-host disease (GVHD) with NIMA- than with NIPA-mismatched transplantations. Because graft failure and GVHD contribute to transplantation success, treatment-related mortality (TRM) and overall survival might also differ between NIMA and NIPA mismatches. We tested these assumptions in 269 patients who underwent non–T-cell–depleted 1 or 2 HLA-A, -B, or -DR antigen-mismatched sibling or parental bone marrow transplantation between 1985 and 1997 for AML, ALL, or CML and who had adequate donor, recipient, and parental HLA serologic typing to allow classification as NIMA mismatched or NIPA mismatched. One hundred twenty-one (45%) donor-recipient pairs were NIMA mismatched, and 148 (55%) were NIPA mismatched. Twenty-nine additional NIMA-mismatched and 21 additional NIPA-mismatched recipients who met other eligibility criteria but received T-cell–depleted grafts were identified in the IBMTR database. These patients were excluded from multivariate analysis because of inadequate numbers to adjust for confounding by T-cell depletion, which has substantial effects on engraftment and GVHD. Data were reported by 122 transplant centers in 30 countries on 6 continents. Median follow-up was 54 months (range, 7-135 months), with 75% of the recipients followed for 25 or more months. Five hundred ninety patients meeting other eligibility criteria for the study were reported to the IBMTR but did not have adequate HLA typing information for patients and, hence, were not included in this report. Comparison of the 2 populations showed that those who did not have adequate HLA information were older, had higher rates of CML, and underwent transplantation earlier. Sex distribution and disease stages were similar for both populations. Engraftment, chronic GVHD, and overall survival rates were similar, but acute GVHD was more frequent in those with adequate HLA A data (54% versus 44%).

**End points**

The study considered graft failure, acute and chronic GVHD, TRM, and overall survival. Graft failure was defined as failure to achieve a neutrophil count greater than 0.5 \( \times 10^9/\text{L} \) or the achievement of a neutrophil count greater than 0.5 \( \times 10^9/\text{L} \) followed by a decrease to less than 0.5 \( \times 10^9/\text{L} \). Incidence and time to development of grades 2 to 4 acute GVHD were evaluated in patients surviving 21 days with evidence of engraftment. Time to occurrence of any chronic GVHD was evaluated in patients surviving 90 days after transplantation with engraftment. TRM was defined as death in continuous complete remission. The end point for survival analyses was death from any cause.

**Statistical analysis**

Patient-, disease-, and transplant-related variables between groups were compared using the \( \chi^2 \) statistic for categorical variables and the Mann-Whitney \( U \) test for continuous variables. Probabilities of survival were calculated using the Kaplan-Meier estimator, censored at the last day of contact; the log-rank test was used for univariate comparisons of survival probabilities. Cumulative incidence curves were used to calculate probabilities of graft failure, acute GVHD, chronic GVHD, and TRM. Death was used as the competing risk for graft failure, acute GVHD, and chronic GVHD. Hematologic relapse was used as the competing risk for TRM.

Differences in outcomes of NIMA- versus NIPA-mismatched transplantation were evaluated in multivariate analyses using Cox proportional hazards regression to adjust for other potentially confounding differences between the cohorts. Variables considered were recipient age and sex, Karnofsky performance score at diagnosis, disease type, disease stage and duration at transplantation, donor age and sex, conditioning regimen, GVHD prophylaxis, calendar year of transplantation, and number and class of HLA-antigen mismatches. Only factors significantly (\( P < .05 \) associated with outcome were retained in the final models.

For each variable and outcome, the assumption of proportional hazards was tested using a time-dependent covariate. When this indicated differential effects over time (nonproportional hazards), models were constructed breaking the posttransplantation course into 2 time periods, using the maximized partial likelihood method to find the most appropriate breakpoint. NIPA-mismatched sibling donor for the
end point of time to acute GVHD and paternal donor for the end point of time to chronic GVHD were 2 variables with nonproportional hazards. Forward stepwise variable selection at a .05 significance level was used to identify covariates other than HLA mismatch that were associated with outcome. In each step of the analysis, the covariate for NIMA versus NIPA mismatch was included in the model. First-order interactions between NIMA versus NIPA mismatch and all significant covariates were considered. Overall covariate effects were analyzed using the Wald test. Examination for center effects used a random effects model or a frailty model; there was no evidence of confounding of main effects by center effects. All $P$ values were 2-sided.

**Results**

**Patients**

Donor–recipient relationship, sex match, and histocompatibility are listed in Table 1. One hundred thirty-two transplant donors were haploidentical siblings, and 137 transplant donors were parents.

Patient and disease characteristics are listed in Table 1. The only statistically significant difference between the NIMA- and NIPA-mismatched sibling transplant recipients was disease duration before transplantation, which was longer in patients mismatched for NIMA ($P < .03$).

Transplantation characteristics are listed in Table 1. No statistically significant differences were observed between NIMA- and NIPA-mismatched sibling transplantations. Of note, parental donors were older and parental grafts had higher degrees of HLA mismatch than sibling grafts, but characteristics of paternal and maternal grafts were similar.

**Univariate outcomes**

Unadjusted probabilities of graft failure, GVHD, TRM, and survival by donor type are given in Table 2.
Table 3 shows results of separate multivariate analyses comparing maternal and parental transplantations with NIMA-mismatched sibling transplantations. Although graft failure appeared to occur less often with maternal versus than with paternal donors, this did not reach statistical significance. In the first 4 months after transplantation, the risk for chronic GVHD was significantly higher in patients who received paternal grafts than in those who received maternal grafts. Acute GVHD, TRM, and overall survival rates were similar.

Maternal and paternal transplantations were associated with significantly more acute and chronic GVHD and TRM than NIMA-mismatched but not NIPA-mismatched sibling transplantations (Table 3). Graft failure and survival did not differ by donor type.

Maternal and paternal antigen mismatch had no significant effect on graft failure or survival in the multivariate analyses. However, maternal and paternal transplantation increased the risk of chronic GVHD, acute and chronic GVHD, and TRM compared with NIPA-mismatched sibling transplantations, as shown in Table 3. NIPA-mismatched sibling transplantations involved significantly more acute grades 2 to 4 GVHD than NIMA-mismatched sibling transplantations, starting 7 days after transplantation (P = .02) (Figure 2). A similar but not statistically significant trend was observed for chronic GVHD.

Multivariate analyses

Table 3 shows relative risks of transplantation outcomes by donor type, adjusting for other factors associated with transplantation outcome, including degree of donor–recipient histocompatibility.

Relative risks of graft failure and GVHD after NIPA-mismatched sibling transplantations, maternal transplantations, and paternal transplantations versus NIMA-mismatched sibling transplantations are shown in Table 3. NIPA-mismatched sibling transplantations involved significantly more acute grades 2 to 4 GVHD than NIMA-mismatched sibling transplantations, starting 7 days after transplantation (P = .02) (Figure 2). A similar but not statistically significant trend was observed for chronic GVHD.
Discussion

This study provides evidence that exposure to maternal HLA antigens during the prenatal and the perinatal periods can have lifelong significance, at least with respect to GVHD risk. Transplantation from a haploidentical sibling donor to a recipient mismatched for paternal antigens is associated with less GVHD than transplantation from a sibling donor mismatched for paternal antigens and with less GVHD and TRM than transplantation from the mother or the father. This study may indicate that exposure to NIMA has a strong lifelong modulating impact on the immune response, resulting in a downregulation of this response to later antigen challenge. No statistically significant differences in graft failure rates were found. This is not surprising considering the drastic immune ablation of pretransplantation conditioning regimens and the limited statistical power of the study. Maternal grafts tended to involve less graft failure and significantly less early chronic GVHD than grafts from the father, but they were not associated with less acute GVHD, less TRM, or better survival than paternal grafts. This is contrary to expectation, if one assumes that the mother develops, during pregnancy, partial tolerance to the haplotypes of the father. Such an assumption is, however, an oversimplification. Evidence for a tolerising effect through pregnancy exists, but a large percentage of pregnant women form antibodies against paternal HLA antigens. This tolerising effect is certainly not always present. Priming of T cells against paternal antigens has also been documented. This does not exclude the possibility that partial tolerance to paternal HLA antigens might exist in some women. The situation is further complicated by the fact that such partial tolerance to the paternal HLA antigens might be counteracted by priming of T (and B?) cells to paternal minor histocompatibility antigens.

Our findings show striking similarity to the results of a recent study on the outcome of parental and haploidentical sibling kidney allografts and to those of a small (n = 15) study of haploidentical sibling cord blood transplantations. In the first study, grafts from haploidentical siblings mismatched for NIMA had significantly better survival than those from parents or from siblings mismatched for paternal antigens. In contrast to that study, in which there was no difference between maternal and paternal transplantations, the current study found less chronic GVHD with maternal than with paternal grafts.

Comparing the outcome of a transplant donated by a haploidentical sibling with one donated by a parent is further complicated by the fact that the shared haplotypes differ (Figure 1). If the mother is the donor, her T cells might be primed against the minor histocompatibility antigens of the father through restriction by the shared maternal haplotype. If a sibling is the donor, the shared haplotype originates from the parent other than the one contributing the mismatched haplotype. This might reduce T-cell reactivity to the minor histocompatibility antigens. The mother and the child have been exposed to the other’s histocompatibility antigens. However, during this exposure, the immune system of the child is more naive than that of the mother. It is possible that this, too, plays a role in the different outcome for maternal grafts than for sibling grafts mismatched for maternal antigens. It should be noted that the parental donors in this study tended to have more HLA disparity with the recipient than the sibling donors. In addition, transplants from older donors are more often associated with GVHD. Although we attempted to adjust for this effect in multivariate analysis, it is possible that it contributed to the observed differences in outcome between parental and sibling transplantations. Another limitation of the study is that no information on (mis)matches of HLA-C, -DQ, or -DP was available, nor was information available on HLA typing at the allele level. These shortcomings will be addressed during the forthcoming 13th International Histocompatibility Workshop.

It may be of interest that transplants mismatched for HLA-A with the recipient, in which the HLA-A–mismatched antigens were for the donor NIMA, involved the least GVHD (P = .10, data not shown). Although our data are not statistically significant, similar and significant observations have been reported in kidney transplantation.

Whether our findings can be used to improve the results of hematopoietic stem cell transplantation from unrelated donors remains to be investigated. Taken together, our observations could be interpreted as evidence for a lifelong immune-modulating effect of pregnancy. Unraveling the cellular and molecular mechanism underlying this effect might provide information regarding allograft recognition and its regulation. The mechanism whereby exposure to maternal cells or soluble HLA antigens minimizes the risk for GVHD and, consequently, TRM remains unclear. Several interactions are possible and have been discussed elsewhere, but none of them have been formally tested and shown to be correct.

The recent observation that the stimulation of umbilical cord blood T cells with peripheral blood lymphocytes of the mother causes a significant increase in immune-modulating CD8dim T cells—in contrast to an increase of cytotoxic CD8bright T cells after stimulation with the paternal cells—might provide a new avenue to elucidate the mechanisms underlying the NIMA effect. Understanding these mechanisms might be of crucial importance in our quest to obtain tolerance to allografts in humans. In this context it might be profitable to explore whether the NIMA effect and the immune-modulating effect of pretransplantation blood transfusions from donors who share an HLA haplotype (HST) with the recipient have a common basis. In both instances, haploidentical allogeneic cells have a tolerising effect on haploidentical grafts. HSTSs with initial, but temporary, immunosuppression have led to true tolerance for renal allografts from 2 to more than 18 years in monkeys. It is well recognized that an encounter with allo-antigens before organ or stem cell transplantation can influence transplantation outcome. It makes a major difference whether this alloimmune stimulation is MHC restricted, partial tolerance can ensue; if it is not, rejection is more likely. Thus, our findings might be relevant not only when selecting 1 or 2 HLA antigen-mismatched haploidentical donors. They might be relevant for our understanding of the cellular basis of autoimmunity or resistance to infection. It is surprising that the impact of the first major encounter with allo-antigens, those of the mother, has so far received little attention.
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